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ABSTRACT: The present research focuses on the comparative investigation of the acid−base surface properties (the
isoelectric point, pHiep and point of zero charge, pHpzc) of onedimensional TiO2 nanomaterials. Diﬀerent one-dimensional
TiO2 nanomaterials, nanotubes (NTs) and nanowires (NWs)
were prepared by an alkaline hydrothermal synthesis
procedure. The structural properties of the synthesized TiO2
nanomaterials were investigated with high-resolution scanning
electron microscopy (HR-SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HR-TEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM),
powder X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) and X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS). The NWs and NTs were characterized
using Raman and Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR)
spectroscopy as well as Brunauer−Emmett−Teller (BET)
measurements. Surface properties, i.e. pHiep and pHpzc of NWs and NTs were determined from electrokinetic measurements,
potentiometric mass and electrolyte titrations. The relative acidity for the NWs is found to be in the interval 3 < pHiep < 4 in
comparison with the NTs, with 4 < pHiep < 6. The observed diﬀerences in the relative acidity are correlated with diﬀerences in
crystal structure of the studied nanomaterials and their resulting morphology. In addition, our results reveal a strong electrolyte
eﬀect on the characteristic points, pHiep and pHpzc, especially the higher cation aﬃnity for both TiO2 nanomaterials surfaces that
has a signiﬁcant eﬀect on the pH of the system. Application of the multisite complexation (MUSIC) model yields a satisfactory
description of the electrokinetic data and can explain observed salt eﬀect.

1. INTRODUCTION

on crystal structure determination as well as clariﬁcation of the
formation mechanisms and conversion from one morphology
to another.7,8 Many nanomaterials are exposed to the aqueous
solutions either because of their intended application, such as
improving the quality of water and soil by degrading the
organic pollutants, or as a waste. Exposure of the nanomaterials
to aqueous solutions leads to changes in the surface charge of
the nanomaterials in response to the pH, composition and the
ionic strength of the solution. Therefore, for the successful
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Low cost, high thermal and photochemical stability have
spurred the use of TiO2 in applications as diverse as sensors,
solid oxide fuel cells,2 water puriﬁcation3 adsorption of
radioactive metal ions and photocatalysis.4 Lately, there is an
increased interest for the one-dimensional TiO2 nanomaterials,
nanowires (NWs) and nanotubes (NTs), which are nanomaterials with superior properties compared to macroscopic
TiO2.5,6 In this context, most of the studies are oriented to the
“bottom up” approach, i.e. new synthesis pathways which result
in nanomaterials with improved physicochemical and structural
properties, like crystal phase composition, morphology and
speciﬁc surface area. Most of the ongoing studies are focused
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(determination of the surface charge density) as well as
electrolyte titrations24 for testing the eﬀect of the ionic strength
on various TiO2 surfaces. The above-mentioned techniques
enable determination of surface properties as well as eﬀects of
counterions (cations and anions) on metal oxide surfaces. Two
characteristic points, the isoelectric point (pHiep) and point of
zero charge (pHpzc) reveal metal oxide electroneutrality, pHeln
as well as aﬃnity of cations and anions for the metal oxide
surface.25 The isoelectric point (pHiep) refers to the point
where the electrokinetic potential is zero according to the pH,
while pHpzc describes the point where with no net surface
charge due to the presence of the equal positively and
negatively charged surface groups.
Acid−base properties of the polycrystalline TiO2 surfaces, i.e.
anatase, rutile and TiO2 P25 are very well explored.22−27
Besides common methods used for the pHiep and pHpzc
determination, lately the atomic force microscopy28 (AFM)
and surface harmonic generation29 (SHG) for the single
crystals are used.
The experiments in this study aimed to explore and disclose
the acid−base surface properties and the charging of the NWs
and NTs surface in the aqueous solution as well as surface
reactivity/acidity. Two distinct TiO2 nanomaterials, NWs and
NTs were prepared by the hydrothermal procedures developed
by Kasuga et al.30 The NWs and NTs are characterized in
details to gain insights about their morphology, crystal phase
and size which were further correlated with the obtained pHiep
for the NWs and NTs. Results presented here highlight surface
charging properties of the two diﬀerent morphologies, NWs
and NTs, and the eﬀect of a common electrolyte, NaNO3, on
the characteristic points, isoelectric point and point of zero
charge, intrinsical parameters that are ﬁrst step in the
quantiﬁcation of the eﬀect of the morphology, crystal phase
and size on the surface reactivity/acidity. The MUSIC model
was applied as attempt to quantify the diﬀerences observed in
the acid−base surface properties as well as the salt eﬀect on the
NWs and NTs.

application of the TiO2 nanomaterials, besides the detailed
physicochemical characterization the information about acid−
base surface properties is required.
The general model used for describing the charging at metal
oxide/aqueous electrolyte solution interface is the triple layer
model (TLM) introduced by Davies et al.9 (additional
explanations can be found in ref 1. and in Supporting
Information Material). The electrical interfacial layer (EIL)
formed at the TiO2 surface/aqueous solution electrolyte
interface aﬀects all the processes where the interface takes an
active role such as colloid transport, adsorption of ions from the
solution or catalysis.10
Unique physicochemical and structural properties that these
TiO2 nanomaterials exhibit is a consequence of their size, which
can also interfere with their acid−base surface properties. Going
down from the macroscopic to the nanoscopic domain might
change the distribution, the geometry, as well as the
coordination of atoms (Ti−O coordination) at the surface
aﬀecting the surface reactivity/acidity of the studied materials.11
Several studies have shown that surface charge of the
nanoparticles is correlated with their size, speciﬁc surface area
and crystal phase and that it can be controlled by the pH and
the ionic strength of the medium.12,13 Grover et al.12
investigated the eﬀect of the crystal structure, surface area,
surface charge, electroknetic potential and metal loading on the
photocatalytic performance of sodium NWs and NTs. Their
results revealed that size and shape alter the surface charge and
electrokinetic potential of the investigated samples, which in
turn are strongly correlated with their photocatalytic performance. Suttiponparnit et al.13 investigated the role of surface area,
size and crystal phase of spherical TiO2 nanomaterials with
diﬀerent sizes. Variation in the surface area and size signiﬁcantly
aﬀects the electrokinetic potential. The eﬀect of morphology
and crystallinity on the surface reactivity of the nanosized
anatase was also explored by Ahmad et al.14 They have shown
that surface reactivity of diﬀerently shaped nanosized anatase
particles depends on the degree of the crystallinity and the
presence of diﬀerently exposed surfaces. Kinisinger et al.15
investigated combined eﬀect of the pH and the crystal phase in
a nanocrystalline titania on the surface properties with respect
to photocatalysis of methylene blue. Past studies of the TiO2
nanotubes, for example, yield isoelectric points (pHiep) ranging
from 3.6 to 6.6 with the speciﬁc value dependent on the speciﬁc
electrolyte used, its concentration, and the charge of the metal
cation.16−19 Although, less data is available for TiO2 nanowires,
isoelectric points (pHiep) ranging from 2.9 to 3.9 have been
reported, and as found for the NTs, the values depend on the
speciﬁc electrolyte used and its concentration in the electrokinetic measurements.20 In fact, these results show a variation
in the obtained pHiep utilizing the same electrolyte at the same
concentration suggesting that there are other variables, as yet
unidentiﬁed, that inﬂuence pHiep. However, literature search
gives insuﬃcient data about the eﬀect of the ionic strength and
pH on the NWs and NTs acid−base surface properties.12,16−19
Most of the studies deal with surface properties of the TiO2
nanoparticles, especially electrokinetic measurements and the
eﬀect of the ions on the pHiep shift. In this sense, detailed
explanation of how TiO2 one-dimensional nanomaterial’s
morphology, size and crystal phase inﬂuences acid−base
surface properties is still lacking.
Charging of metal oxides nanomaterials can be elucidated
through electrokinetic measurements21 (electrokinetic potential), potentiometric mass22 and acid−base 23 titrations

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Synthesis of the TiO2 nanomaterials. NWs and
NTs powders were prepared by alkaline hydrothermal
procedure by suspending 2.0 g of TiO2 P25 (75% Anatase,
25% Rutile Degussa) with aqueous 65 cm3 NaOH solution (c =
10 mol dm−3). The preparation procedure for NTs and NWs
diﬀers. Preparation of NTs requires a lower temperature and
longer duration time of the synthesis (ϑ = 146 °C, t = 48 h) as
opposed to nanowires where is vice versa (ϑ = 190 °C, t = 24
h). Suspensions were stirred with a magnetic stirrer and
repetitively sonicated (1500 V, 20 kHz, Sonicator Ultrasonic
Processor XL, Misonix Inc.) for 5 min followed by 5 min oﬀ for
a total of 2 h. Prepared suspensions were transferred into the
Teﬂon lined autoclave. The resulting precipitates were ﬁltered
and extensively washed with deionized water, (due to the
presence of NaOH impurities that remained after synthesis)
until the conductivity and pH were close to values for deionized
water (pH ≈ 6.5, κ < 10 μS cm−1). The sample was stirred in
0.1 M HCl for 3 h to remove excess of adsorbed Na+ ions. The
resulting product was again ﬁltered and washed extensively with
deionized water to remove acidic impurities until the
conductivity and pH of the supernatant was below 10 μS
cm−1 and at pH ≈ 6.5. The NWs and NTs were dried at 80 °C
for 6 h in air and stored in glass bottles.
B
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2.2. Characterization of the TiO2 nanomaterials.
Morphology of NWs and NTs was studied by high-resolution
scanning electron microscopy (HR-SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HR-TEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM) and
powder X-ray diﬀraction (XRD).
Morphological studies on NWs and NTs have been
performed using high-resolution scanning electron microscopy
(HR-SEM) on a Zeiss HR-SEM (Gemini Class) at 3−5 kV to
check for continuity, shape, length and morphology of diﬀerent
TiO2 samples.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and highresolution TEM (HR-TEM) of the samples were performed
using a Philips FEG CM200 transmission electron microscope
operated at 200 kV. For the TEM analysis samples of
nanotubes and nanowires were ﬁrst suspended in chloroform
by sonication; then, a small drop of the suspension was
transferred onto the carbon-coated copper grid. Finally, the grid
was dried in air.
For the AFM measurements samples were prepared as
follows. Suspensions of the NWs or NTs were prepared by
sonication using a bath sonicator (35 kHz, 320 W, Bandelin
Sonorex Rk 100 H) for 10 min before AFM measurements. A
droplet of suspension of NWs or NTs in deionized water (γ = 1
g dm−3, volume of the droplet was 15 μL) was deposited on a
freshly cleaved mica sheet. Another piece of freshly cleaved
mica was put on top and the solution was smeared across the
sample to ensure the spread of NWs or NTs without formation
of big agglomerates. Samples were then left to dry for
approximately 10 min before the imaging. The AFM imaging
was performed with a Nanosurf FlexAFM in dynamic force
mode (simultaneously acquiring topography, amplitude and
phase images) under ambient conditions. AFM probes were
obtained from AppNano (ACLA silicon tips of nominal spring
constant 20−95 N m−1 with tip radius less than 10 nm and
nominal resonant frequency of 145−230 kHz). During the
measurement vibration frequency was 189 kHz with vibration
amplitude of 150 mV. For both samples, imaging was
performed on several diﬀerent places on the sample, and
features observed for the each sample were consistent between
the diﬀerent spots on the same sample. Subsequently, AFM
images were processed by Gwyddion software.31
Powder X-ray diﬀraction was applied by using a PHILIPS
PW 1840 at 40 kV and 40 mA with Cu Kα radiation (λ =
0.154056 nm). The XRD data were analyzed using the Philips
X’Pert Graphics & Identify software package.32
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were
performed with a XPS-Analyzer. For sample preparation a small
amount of dry powder was tipped on a carbon strip mounted
on a standard sample holder by Prevac and pressed to a solid
layer. After load-locking to the ultrahigh vacuum system the
powders were pumped out over several hours in a pressure
range about 10−7 mbar and heated from time to time by a
chamber-installed halide lamp. Photoelectronic measurements
were performed with generated X-rays from an aluminum Kα
anode under 10−9 mbar vacuum conditions. The pass energy of
the XPS-Analyzer was set to 200 eV. Results obtained from the
XPS measurements are given in the Supporting Information
Material.
Raman scattering measurements were carried out on a
EQUINOX 55 device using the Nd:YAG laser (λ = 1064 nm)
at room temperature. The Raman spectra were recorded by

applying a laser power of 100 mW. The measurement step of
the Raman spectrophotometer was 4 cm−1.
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy measurements were
carried out on a PerkinElmer FT-IR C89391 device at the room
temperature. The step of the FT-IR spectrophotometer was 2
cm−1. Results obtained from the Raman and FT-IR spectroscopy are given in the Supporting Information Material.
The speciﬁc surface area, s, was determined employing the
multipoint Brunauer−Emmett−Teller method using N2 as
adsorbed gas at 77 K and relative pressure values in the range
0.05−0.3 on a Micrometrics Instrument Corporation, Gemini V
series Surface Area Analyzer.
2.3. Surface properties of TiO 2 nanomaterials.
2.3.1. Determination of the electrokinetic potential. Electrokinetic potential measurements of NWs and NTs were probed
via ZetaPlus, Zeta potential Analyzer, Brookhaven 90Plus/BIMAS. For electrokinetic measurements 0.025 g dm−3 NWs or
NTs suspensions were prepared in the NaNO3 aqueous
solution at two ionic strengths: Ic = 1 mM and Ic = 10 mM.
Initial pH, pH0 ≈ 10 of the NWs or NTs suspensions was
adjusted with 0.1 M NaOH. Suspensions were sonicated for the
5 min using the bath sonicator (35 kHz, 90−160 W, ultrasonic
energy density was in the range 27−48 kJ dm−3, Bandelin
Sonorex Rk 100 H) before electrokinetic measurements. After
each addition of the titrant (0.1 M HNO3), the suspension was
left to equilibrate for 5 min. That time was required to obtain
stable pH electrode signal response with the potentiometer
accuracy of 0.01 mV. In order to prevent sedimentation, stirring
was applied during the measurement.
All experiments were carried and under nitrogen atmosphere
at 25 °C. Data was collected with ten runs per measurement for
two measurements total. Reproducibility of the electrokinetic
measurements is presented in the Supporting Information
Material.
2.3.2. Potentiometric mass titration. Potentiometric mass
titrations were performed to determine the eﬀect of ionic
strength on the point of zero charge for NWs and NTs samples
as a function of pH. In comparison to potentiometric acid−base
titrations, potentiometric mass titration is a method of choice in
the case of the nonsymmetrical electrolyte adsorption but is
valid only in the case when the sample is free from the
impurities (acidic or basic impurities that remained from
synthesis procedure).33 Besides that, another advantage of
performing the experiments at low ionic strength is that it is not
necessary to perform blank titration to determine surface
charge like for potentiometric acid−base titrations. The
potentiometric mass titration can be performed by subsequent
addition of the powder to the pure water or aqueous electrolyte
solution at certain pH and the ionic strength and measuring the
pH of the suspension. The pH of the suspension changes
gradually and approaches a constant value, pH∞ at high mass
concentration. The ﬁnal pH, pH∞ corresponds to the point of
zero charge (pHpzc) in the samples that are extensively washed
during the synthesis procedure so that all acidic and basic
impurities are removed. From the mass titration data surface
charge34 can be calculated using the following equation
σ0 = −

F
(10−pHγ − 10−pH0 − 10 pHγ − pK w,° c + 10 pH0 − pK w,° c)
sγ
(3)

where σ0 denotes the surface charge, F is Faraday’s constant, s is
speciﬁc surface area, γ is mass concentration, pHγ is pH at the
certain mass concentration γ, pH0 is pH of aqueous electrolyte
C
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Figure 1. HR-SEM micrographs and the size proﬁles of the prepared TiO2 nanomaterials by the hydrothermal synthesis route. a), b), c) NWs, d),
e), f) NTs.

solution without added particles and Kw,c
° is thermodynamic
dissociation constant for water,35 pKw,c
° = −log(Kw,c
° ) = 14 at 25
°C.
In the NaNO3 aqueous electrolyte solution at pH0 ≈ 7 and
ionic strength of Ic,0 = 0.1 mM and Ic,0 = 10 mM, precise
amounts of the NWs and NTs solid powder were added
sequentially. After each addition, the suspension was stirred
with a magnetic stirrer for 1 min, sonicated for 2 min, stirred for
ﬁve additional minutes and then the pH was recorded until it
reached a constant value, pH∞. At this point, further additions
of powder did not produce a signiﬁcant pH change. From the
mass titration, the point of zero charge is taken to be pH∞ =
pHpzc due to the fact that the acidic and basic impurities were
removed by extensive washing. All measurements were carried
out under nitrogen atmosphere at 25 °C.
2.3.3. Potentiometric electrolyte titration. The eﬀect of the
ionic strength on the NWs and NTs samples as a function of
pH was investigated with potentiometric electrolyte titration.
Starting with NWs or NTs at high mass concentration to make
sure that pH∞ was reached, dense suspensions of NWs or NTs
were prepared by the addition of a large amount of NWs or
NTs powder to aqueous NaNO3 at initial ionic strength, Ic,0 =
0.1 mM. To minimize changes in ionic strength due to the
addition of NaNO3 solution, small volumes of concentrated
NaNO3 solution (corresponding to <5% of the total solution
volume) were added. To achieve higher ionic strengths,
weighed portions of solid NaNO3 were added to the NWs
and NTs solutions. After each addition, the suspensions were
stirred with magnetic stirrer for 1 min, and then sonicated for 2
min. The suspension was then stirred for 5 min and the pH was
measured. The procedure was repeated until ionic strength
increased from 0.1 mM to 0.1 M.
2.4. Surface complexation modeling. The charging
behavior and surface protonation constants for the NWs and
NTs were determined by the means of multisite complexation

(MUSIC) model.36 The MUSIC model framework combines
the macroscopic experimental data with surface structural
properties on the molecular level.37 Within the MUSIC model,
charging behavior of the metal oxides and the various types of
the surface groups are correlated on the basis of the geometric
data of the acid−base surface sites. The MUSIC model gives
good estimation for the intrinsic protonation constant, log Kp
for a given surface.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSION
3.1. Synthesis and characterization of the TiO 2
nanomaterials. Two distinct TiO2 morphologies, NWs and
NTs were synthesized using the hydrothermal route. Figure 1
shows high-resolution scanning electron microscopy micrographs (Figure 1 a) and d)), length distributions (Figure 1 b)
and e)) and the diameter (Figure 1 c) and f)) of the NWs and
NTs samples.
HR-SEM analyses of the TiO2 samples (Figure 1) have
shown that the diameters of NWs are in the range of ≈50−300
nm, the same as the diameters of the NTs. In general, the
length of the NWs (500−3000 nm), was shorter than that
found for the NTs (1000−3500 nm). Purely based just on the
surface analysis of the sample, with the HR-SEM it was not
possible to observe the diﬀerence between NWs and NTs, due
to their agglomeration.
TEM and HR-TEM measurements were performed to
conﬁrm the NWs and NTs morphology in the prepared
samples. Figures 2 a) and b) show TEM images of NWs. The
obtained NWs crystallized in TiO2−B phase in monoclinic
structure with lattice parameters a = 1.217 nm, b = 0.374 nm, c
= 0.652 nm; β = 107.054° which was conﬁrmed by the selected
area diﬀraction (SAED, inset in Figure 2b)). Figure 2 c) shows
high resolution TEM images of TiO2−B NWs in which lattice
fringes distance of 0.37 and 0.65 nm corresponds to (110) and
D
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Figure 2. TEM analysis of the NWs. a) TEM of the NWs, b) HR-TEM of the NWs (the inset in Figure 2 b)) with diﬀuse Fast Fourier Transform,
FFT rings, correspond to FFT pattern of TiO2−B NWs; c) HR-TEM image of NWs in which grows in (110) direction, d) EDXS spectra of the
NWs; e) histograms of diameter distribution of the NWs; f) histograms of length distribution of the NWs.

(001) planes of TiO2−B phase. The Energy Dispersive X-ray
Spectroscopy (EDXS) analysis (Figure 2 d)) conﬁrms the
presence of only oxygen and titanium atoms in the crystal
structure. For the NWs the diameter and length distribution are
shown on Figure 2 e) and f).The obtained results show a quite
broad distribution of diameter and length for the NWs. The
average diameter of NWs is 48 nm, and the average length was
not possible to calculate due to too wide size distribution from
less than 500 nm up to 2500 nm.
Figure 3 a) and b) shows TEM images of the NTs
nanostructure with tubular morphology. The NTs exhibit
multilayer formation with an interlayer distance of 0.78 nm.
The formation of protonated type of H2Ti3O7 NTs with
monoclinic structure was conﬁrmed by selected area diﬀraction
(SAED, inset in Figure 3 b)) while EDXS, showed no presence
of Na atoms.
This indicates that their exchange with H+ ions after
hydrothermal synthesis was complete. From TEM and HRTEM inner and outer diameter size distribution of NTs was

determined. The NTs have average inner diameter of 4.12 nm
and the outer diameter is 7.8 nm. The length distribution was
not possible to measure due to, too strong agglomeration of
NTs. Calculated inner and outer diameter size distributions
from TEM images are shown on Figure 3 e) and f). Also was
not possible to calculate the aspect ratio of synthesized NWs
and NTs because of unknown values for the average length of
NWs and NTs.
A typical AFM picture of one area of a NWs sample is shown
in Figure 4. Distinct straight wire-like shapes-NWs, are clearly
visible, with tendency to form bunches from a pair or more
NWs sticking together (more or less in parallel). However,
single NWs are also quite frequent. There is no observable
preference in direction among diﬀerent bunches and single
NWs and they are all oriented in random directions. Some
polydispersity in both lengths and diameters of the NWs is
observed from AFM topographs with radius of a single NW
varying between 50−200 nm, while lengths vary from rather
E
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Figure 3. TEM analysis of the NTs. a) TEM of the NTs, b) HR-TEM of the NTs (the inset in Figure 3 b)) with diﬀuse Fast Fourier Transform,
FFT rings, correspond to FFT pattern of protonated NTs (H2Ti3O7); c) HR-TEM image of NTs in which grows in (010) direction, d) EDXS
spectra of the NTs; e) histograms of outer diameter distribution of the NTs; f) histograms of inner diameter distribution of the NTs.

assumed that they either broke during the preparation and that
the fragments agglomerated or that they are too small for their
distinct features to be observed via this method.
On Figure 5 the powder XRD patterns of the NWs and NTs
are shown as well as the ones of the initial TiO2 sample used for
the synthesis (TiO2 P25), anatase, rutile and TiO2−B phase.
The powder XRD pattern of NWs reveals presence of the
mixed phases, layered titanates and TiO2−B. The diﬀraction
peaks at the 2θ position of 8.0° and 11.0° correspond to (001)
and (200) reﬂections, respectively, and are characteristic for
layered titanates (H). Similar patterns were obtained in the
work of Darányi et al.,38 Suzuki et al.39 and in work of Bavykin
and Walsh.40 Additional peaks were at the 24.9° (110) and
48.4° (020). The obtained diﬀraction peaks are attributed to
TiO2−B phase (JCPDS 74−1940).41,42 The 2θ values of
TiO2−B peaks are similar to those of anatase but much broader
which is mainly due to the dimensional conﬁnement. According
to the TEM and HR-TEM results (Figure 2a) and b)) as well

Figure 4. Typical topography image of the NWs deposited onto mica
surface. Higher areas are depicted with the lighter color, according to
the scale bar on the right.

short fragments of a few hundred nm (around 200 nm) to
several microns (cca 3 μm).
In the sample with deposited NTs only small clusters (with
size varying from below 100 nm to 1 μm) with no discernible
features resembling NTs were observed (not shown). It is
F
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Figure 5. Powder X-ray diﬀraction patterns of the TiO2 nanomaterials. Pure anatase, rutile and TiO2−B crystal forms provided form the Inorganic
Crystal Structure Database, initial material used in the synthesis (TiO2 P25) and obtained powders, NWs and NTs. A: anatase (JCPDS 78−24586),
R: rutile (JCPDS 87−0710), T3: H2Ti3O7 (JCPDS 36−0654), TiO2−B (JCPDS 74−1940), H: NWs-layered titanates.

wires.41,42,50,51 Raman spectra (bands at 152, 189, 268, 386,
450, and 657 cm−1) and FT-IR spectra (bands at 3370−2843,
1632, 930 and 793−411 and 491 cm−1) of the NTs conﬁrmed
the close resemblance between the obtained spectra and those
published previously.44,52
As expected, the major diﬀerence is in the speciﬁc surface
area, s of the two samples. Nitrogen adsorption isotherms
(BET), yield 314.5 m2 g−1 for the speciﬁc surface area of the
NTs, and for the NWs speciﬁc surface area of 28.5 m2 g−1 has
been determined. The diﬀerence in the speciﬁc surface area is a
consequence of NTs multilayered hollow structure as opposed
to NWs.
3.2. Surface properties of TiO2 nanomaterials. Surface
TiOH groups play an important role in surface reaction
mechanism in the various processes that take part at the TiO2
surafce/aqueous electrolyte solution interface. Besides adsorption of the reactant molecules, TiOH surface groups also
take part in trapping the photogenerated holes by forming
hydroxyl radicals.53−55
The active surface groups (TiOH) at the TiO2 surface are
amphoteric and they can take up or release protons. Surface
complex formation equilibria is characterized in terms of the
adsorption of the H+, OH−, cations and ligands at the metal
oxide surface. According to Stumm et al.56 deﬁnition of surface
charge as interaction of the active surface groups with the H+
and the OH− ions pHpzc does not characterize a point of
eﬀective zero charge. Binding of the cations increase the
eﬀective charge of the surface, leading to the observed shifts in
the pHiep and pHpzc as the ionic strength increases. Sposito57
pointed out that the pHpzc refers to the pH value where the
total net particle charge is zero, including any contributions
from cations or anions besides those from H+ or OH− adsorbed
in the electrical double layer. If there are negligible or
equivalent aﬃnities for cations and anions to the TiO2 surface,
there would be no change in pHiep or pHpzc. Surface complex
formation is a competitive process between cations and H+
ions. Binding of the cations on the metal oxide surface is
strongly pH-dependent process. In the lower pH region, the
positively surface charged sites dominate and repulsion forces

as the Raman and FT-IR measurements (Supporting
Information Material, Figure S5 and S6) the NWs sample is
assigned as the TiO2−B phase. Bavykin and Walsh43 pointed
out that XRD as a method for the characterization of the NWs
and NTs should be taken attentively. The obtained discrepancy
between XRD and HR-TEM, Raman and FT-IR can be
explained in terms of the diﬀerent crystal modiﬁcations of the
TiO2 (anatase, rutile and brookite) and the polytitanic acids.
Peak broadening in XRD patterns of the NWs and NTs was
observed. This can be caused by the small nanocrystals size. In
addition, during the formation of the NWs and NTs, wrapping
along a certain crystallographic axis could lead to the
broadening of the peaks which makes the interpretation of
the Miller index more diﬃcult. Furthermore, the NWs and NTs
can undergo the phase transformation during and after the
synthesis due to their instability.
XRD data for the NTs correspond to the typical XRD
pattern of protonated titanate (H2Ti3O7) NTs.44 In addition,
several characteristic diﬀraction peaks of NTs, which
correspond to crystalline planes T3 (200), T3 (110) and T3
(020) (JCPDS 36−0654) T3-monoclinic (H2Ti3O7) were
observed.
Details of NWs and NTs XPS studies are given in Supporting
Information Material. NWs and NTs spectra contained Ti 2p3/2
and Ti 2p1/2 peaks, with a binding energy of 459 and 465 eV
(Figure S3). The binding energy of the 459 ev (Ti 2p3/2) can be
attributed to Ti4+ in TiO2. The measured O 1s peak (Figure
S4) with binding energy located at 531 eV can be attributed to
physically and crystallographic adsorbed water. Data obtained
from the XPS analysis are in a good agreement with the data
reported in literature.45−49
Raman and FT-IR spectra of the prepared TiO2 nanostructures show spectral diﬀerences between the two structures
(obtained spectra are presented in the Supporting Information
Material). The absorption bands observed in the Raman spectra
(148, 192, 269, 292, 345, 372, 432, 452, 599, and 673 cm−1)
and in the FT-IR spectra (3400−2942, 1630, 930 and 700−450
cm−1) of the NWs are in good agreement with previously
published results for Raman spectra of TiO2 (B) nanoG
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Figure 6. Experimental data: electrokinetic potential of TiO2 nanomaterials in NaNO3 aqueous electrolyte solution. a) NWs: (Δ) Ic = 1 mM, (▲) Ic
= 10 mM; b) NTs: (□) Ic = 1 mM, (■) Ic = 10 mM. γ = 0.025 g dm−3, ϑ = 25 °C. Moddeling: results of the electrokinetic potential measurements of
the (c) NWs and (d) NTs at diﬀerent ionic strengths in NaNO3 aqueous electrolyte solution. Experimental results were ﬁtted using the MUSIC
model. Lines are model calculations using the parameters in Table 2. (―) Ic = 1 mM, (- - -) Ic = 10 mM.

the NTs, due to their layered structure, could be the reason for
the signiﬁcant shift of their pHiep compared to NWs.
Electrokinetic potential and shift in the pHiep of the NWs and
NTs are strongly correlated with the crystal planes exposed to
the aqueous electrolyte solution, the density of active surface
sites where protonation and deprotonation occur as well as the
adsorption of the counterions.10,59,60 Domination of the present
crystal planes are reﬂected in the type and number of surface
sites. Crystal planes of a given material could have diﬀerent
coordination of the oxygen atoms−singly, doubly or triply
coordinated, which diﬀers in bond length and the position at
the surface, thus aﬀecting the proton aﬃnity. Unequal aﬃnity of
the counterions is attributed to the speciﬁc adsorption of the
cations or the anions, thus aﬀecting the cation or anion
adsorption thermodynamic equilibrium constant, leading to the
shift of the pHiep as the ionic strength increase.10 In addition,
the isoelectric point of NWs is in a more acidic region, pH =
3−4, compared to NTs, which isoelectric point is in the pH =
4−6 region. There are two main reasons for diﬀerent pHiep of
the nanomaterials according to Borghi et al.61 Morphology of
nanomaterials might change the local chemical environment,
i.e. active surface groups, their availability on the surface as well
as electrical interfacial layer. The other possible explanation is
that there is more than one type of surface groups on the NTs
surface so the pHiep is higher than the one of NWs.
Diﬀerent aﬃnities of ions for the TiO2 surface inﬂuence the
surface properties of the investigated samples. In our study, all

between the surface and the cations are enhanced leading to the
reduced cations binding. The electrokinetic potential of the
NWs and NTs as a function of pH is represented in Figure 6 a)
and b) which further reveals the isoelectric point for the NWs
and NTs and their dependence on the ionic strength (Ic = 1
mM and Ic = 10 mM). The values for the pHiep at two ionic
strengths for both NWs and NTs are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Isoelectric point for NWs and NTs samples at two
ionic strengths, Ic = 1 mM and Ic = 10 mM determined form
electrokinetic measurements. ΔpHiep = pHiep(Ic = 10 mM) −
pHiep(Ic = 1 mM)
ΔpHiep

pHiep
TiO2 nanomaterial

Ic = 1 mM

Ic = 10 mM

NWs
NTs

3.2
4.6

3.6
5.5

0.4
0.9

Obviously, the crystal phase and the morphology of NWs
and NTs aﬀect their surface properties. NTs are hollow tubular
nanomaterials with internal multilayered walls with the number
of layers varying between 2 and 10.58 NWs are solid, longer
than NTs and without internal layered structure. NTs
structures consisting of cylinders with hollow cavity and
multilayered walls result in increased speciﬁc surface area as
well as porosity, compared to the NWs. Larger surface area of
H
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is in the range often found in literature,64 the parameters given
in Table 2 are ﬁnally obtained and a reasonable description of

experiments were performed in NaNO3 aqueous electrolyte
solution so the eﬀect of the type of the electrolyte is excluded.
The surface of the NTs corresponds to the (100) plane which
is abundant with − OH groups,43 leading to the decrease in the
surface acidity and shift to the higher pH than NWs.
Correlation of the crystal structure of the NWs and NTs
with the obtained isoelectric point leads to the conclusion that
diﬀerent crystal faces exposed on the surface cause the surface
heterogeneity and surface reactivity/acidity. Acid−base behavior of NWs and NTs is a superposition of the contributions
from the reaction sites of the diﬀerent crystal planes. Ahmad et
al.14 emphasized the complex correlation of the acid−base
surface properties with surface acidity and surface heterogeneity
as well as crystallinity, surface area and crystal plane properties.
To understand acid−base equilibria of the NWs and NTs we
should take into account exposed crystal planes and their eﬀects
on the surface reactivity/acidity. The samples prepared for this
study are nanocrystals and their XRD exhibit lower intensity
and broader peaks in comparison to starting material (TiO2
P25) used for the synthesis. Besides that, crystal planes on the
NWs and NTs surface are convex, which makes the correlation
of the surface reactivity/acidity with the observed isoelectric
point more complex than in the case of the ﬂat crystal planes
e.g. in TiO2 polished single crystal samples. For the detailed
analysis of the displayed crystal planes based on the TEM
images and XRD patterns and their correlation with the
observed isoelectric points in both samples the MUSIC
model40 is applied. MUSIC model enables determination the
surface protonation constants for the NWs and the NTs. The
proton aﬃnity of diﬀerent surface groups of the NWs and NTs
were calculated applying an approach based on work by
Machesky et al.37 involving R0 = 1.803 Å and b = 0.37. These
values were used by the cited authors for rutile to calculate
bond valences within the revised multisite complexation
(MUSIC) model and involving a basic Stern electrostatic
model. We attempted to model the macroscopic data, i.e.
electrokinetic potentials. We started from the available
structures of the two polymorphs using structure data from
Gateshki et al.62 for the NWs and from Feist and Davies for the
NTs.63 The structure was inspected for potential functional
groups that might be relevant for the observed isoelectric
points. For the NWs the structural data yield a singly
coordinated oxygen with a Ti−O distance of 1.87 Å as a
candidate that appears reasonable for describing the experimental observations for the electrokinetic potentials. This
would yield an intrinsic protonation constant, log Kp for
protonation of the group of 3.74. Since precise determination
of all groups and their concomitant properties was not possible
from the obtained XRD data, we use this value with a 1-pK
formalism and fractional charges of + (1/2) and − (1/2). The
model requires furthermore the interfacial capacitance and
electrolyte binding constants as well as a site density. The latter
was ﬁxed at 8 sites/nm2. The precise value of the site density
cannot be determined from the available data, but is not a
crucial parameter either for this kind of modeling. On the plane
where the singly coordinated group occurs, no other groups
appear, so that we choose a relatively high site density. We also
stress that the aim of the modeling exercise is to verify if the
structure of the polymorphs can explain the observed isoelectric
points (pHiep). In the case of the NTs a singly coordinated
oxygen occurs with a Ti−O distance of 1.884 Å. This would
yield an intrinsic protonation constant, log Kp for protonation
of the group of 4.67. With a site density of 2.1 sites/nm2, which

Table 2. Surface complexation parameters for a tentative
description of the electrokinetic data
SAMPLE REACTION EQUATION

NWs

NTs

TiOH−1/2 + H+ ⇄
TiOH2+1/2
TiOH−1/2 + Na+ ⇄
TiOH−1/2 · Na+
TiOH+1/2 + NO3− ⇄
TiOH+1/2 · NO3−
TiOH−1/2 + H+ ⇄
TiOH2+1/2
TiOH−1/2 + Na+ ⇄
TiOH−1/2 · Na+
TiOH+1/2 + NO3− ⇄
TiOH+1/2 · NO3−

log K

C/F
m−2

slip plane
parameter/nm

3.74

0.70

0.70

0.34

0.89

−0.20
−0.64
4.67
−0.30
−0.84

the electrokinetic potentials is possible as shown in Figure 6 c)
and d) and in Table 2. The lower site density here was chosen
because on the plane where the singly coordinated group
appears, various other groups are also present (doubly- and
triply coordinated ones, which were not treated). The chosen
site-density is often used for similarly undeﬁned sorbents, for
which precise contributions from diﬀerent planes is not
available.
Obtained results lead to the conclusion that the NWs surface
is more acidic then surface of the NTs. As shown in Figure 6 a)
and b) the pHiep shifts to the higher values as ionic strength
increases for both NWs and NTs. The shift of the pHiep value
to the basic region indicates a higher aﬃnity for cation binding
on the respective TiO2 surface. Ridley et al.10 obtained the
same results, i.e. pHiep shifts to the higher pH values as the ionic
strength increases due to the higher Na+ ion aﬃnity for the
TiO2 nanocrystalline anatase. Kormann et al.65 determined that
the pHiep of the nanocrystalline anatase (diameter of the
particles was less than 3 nm) is pHiep = 5.1. The obtained values
of the pHiep for the NWs and NTs in this study are observed in
more acidic pH region compared with nanocrystalline anatase65
or macroscopic TiO2.66 Thermodynamic descriptions of the ion
adsorption equilibrium constants can be considered within
surface complexation models. The MUSIC model framework
used for the determination of the surface protonation constants,
give insights in the cation aﬃnity for the surface of the NWs
and NTs (Table 2). Calculated constants for the ion aﬃnity of
the NWs and NTs has shown that the log K values for cations
are higher than for anions which was also obtained in the work
of Bourikas et al.64
Besides crystal phase, size is also one of the important factors
that aﬀect the relative reactivity/acidity of the investigated
materials. Size distributions, i.e. length and diameters of the
NWs and NTS are obtained from the HR-SEM (Figure 1 b),
c), e) and f)) and HR-TEM measurements (Figure 2-3, e) and
f)), as well as from Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS)
measurements (Supporting Information Material, Figures S11
and S12). From the HR-SEM and the HR-TEM images it is
clearly visible that the walls of NWs and NTs stick together,
thus forming bundles due to high aﬃnity toward self-assembly.
Length distribution obtained from the HR-SEM measurements
indicate that NTs are longer than NWs, while NWs are wider
than NTs. Hydrodynamic diameter of both nanostructures was
measured as a function of pH at diﬀerent ionic strengths.
I
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Figure 7. Potentiometric mass titration of TiO2 nanomaterals in NaNO3 aqueous electrolyte solution. a) NWs: (Δ) Ic,0 = 0.1 mM, (▲) Ic,0 = 10 mM;
b) NTs:(□) Ic,0 = 0.1 mM, (■) Ic,0 = 10 mM. ϑ = 25 °C.

isoelectric point is in the range 4.6 < pHiep < 5.5, while the
point of zero charge is observed in the range 3.0 < pHpzc < 3.3.
This diﬀerence could be explained by the change in the stability
of the NTs due to the mechanical treatment which is inevitable
during the measurements performing. During the experiment
the ultrasound is applied and it could cause the fragmentation
of the NTs which could result in the loss of the tubular
morphology58 as shown by the atomic force microscopy, thus
leading to signiﬁcant decrease in the speciﬁc surface area.
Another reason for the low point of the zero charge obtained
from the potentiometric mass titration of the NTs is due to the
kinetics of the ion-exchange. Baykin et al.40 investigated the
eﬀect of the ion-exchange between NTs and lithium hydroxide
on the kinetics and change in pH of the suspension. Their
results have shown signiﬁcant pH decrease of the NTs
suspension after 60 min at mass concentration γ = 10 g
dm−3. The signiﬁcant drop in the pH could be explained in the
terms of kinetic regulation of the ion-exchange process. There
are few processes during the ion-exchange: a) adsorption of
metal ion from the bulk onto the surface of the NTs, b)
transport of the metal ion inside the NTs to the ion-exchange
centers and the reverse transport of protons, c) transport of
protons from the inside of the NTs to the surface and d)
releasing the proton from the surface of the NTs to the bulk
which cause the signiﬁcant pH decrease in the suspension of
the NTs. The details can be found in the ref 40. In our study,
the mass concentration was higher, so the eﬀect of the pH
decrease is more prominent.
The shift of the point of zero charge of the NWs and NTs to
lower pH as the ionic strength increases is due to the higher
aﬃnity of cations for the TiO2 nanomaterial surface compared
to anions. The same evidence was obtained in the study of
diﬀerent TiO2 surfaces (anatase, rutile and TiO2 P25) where
the aﬃnity of the cations for the TiO2 surface was higher than
for the anions.23,26
Surface charge, σ0, as shown in Figure 8, calculated from the
potentiometric mass titrations using eq 3 is derived from
interactions of surface hydroxyl groups with potential
determining ions and that interaction depends on the pH as
well as the ionic strength of the solution. The surface charge is
higher for the NWs compared to NTs due to a signiﬁcant
diﬀerence in their speciﬁc surface area.

Although, a good agreement with electrokinetic data was
obtained, the DLS results should be taken with care. One
intrinsic problem of the DLS technique is that the obtained
eﬀective diameter is the size of the equivalent sphere, i.e. a
spherical particle with the same diﬀusion coeﬃcient as particles
in question. In addition, suspensions for DLS measurements
were prepared by ultrasound treatment which could result in
fragmentation and breakage of the NWs and NTs. Therefore,
strict conclusions on eﬀect of the size on the pHiep could not be
drawn.
In Figure 7 the results of potentiometric mass titrations of
the NWs and NTs samples starting with two initial ionic
strengths, Ic,0 = 0.1 mM and Ic,0 = 10 mM are presented. When
dry powder is added in the aqueous electrolyte solution, the pH
of the suspension is changing due to release of protons from
the TiOH surface groups. pH changes until it eventually
achieves a constant value where further additions of the dry
powder cause no change. The ﬁnal pH, pH∞ corresponds to
the point of zero charge (pHpzc) in the samples that are
extensively washed during the synthesis procedure so that all
acidic and basic impurities are removed. At the pHpzc, the TiO2
surface is uncharged because of an equal number of positive
and negative active surface sites. Maximum mass concentration
for the NWs was ≈80 g dm−3 while for the NTs was ≈60 g
dm−3. The points of zero charge for the both samples are given
in Table 3.
As the ionic strength increases, pHpzc shifts to lower pH for
both NWs and NTs. The isoelectric point and point of zero
charge of the NWs are in good agreement, 3.1 < pHiep(pHpzc) <
3.7. On the other side, a discrepancy in the values of isoelectric
point and point of zero charge of the NTs is observed. The
Table 3. Point of zero charge for NWs and NTs samples at
two initial ionic strengths, Ic,0 = 0.1 mM and Ic,0 = 10 mM
determined form potentiometric mass titrations. ΔpHpzc =
pHpzc(Ic,0 = 10 mM) − pHpzc(Ic,0 = 0.1 mM)
ΔpHpzc

pHpzc
TiO2 nanomaterial

Ic,0 = 0.1 mM

Ic,0 = 10 mM

NWs
NTs

3.7
3.3

3.2
3.0

0.5
0.3
J
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Figure 8. Surface charge determined from the potentiometric mass titration of TiO2 nanomaterials in NaNO3 aqueous electrolyte solution. a) NWs:
(Δ) Ic,0 = 0.1 mM, (▲) Ic,0 = 10 mM; b) NTs:(□) Ic,0 = 0.1 mM, (■) Ic,0 = 10 mM. ϑ = 25 °C.

Figure 9. Potentiometric electrolyte titration of TiO2 nanomaterials in NaNO3 aqueous electrolyte solution. a) ( × ) NWs, b) (+) NTs. The initial
ionic strength was Ic,0 = 0.1 mM and ϑ = 25 °C.

by molecular dynamics simulations. Work by Predota et al.67
suggests that Na+ ion “jumps” to the surface. This would mean
that Na+ ions indeed aﬀect the surface potential. This has also
been postulated for other surfaces in particular for hematite
(001).68 Besides ion-exchange process which takes part, we
have mentioned already that the ultrasound treatment can
aﬀect the nanostructures. In the case of the NTs if ultrasound
destroys part of the particles, inner surfaces could become
exposed and then react in a diﬀerent manner than when they
are exposed to conﬁned water. A simpler explanation would be
that the electrokinetic potential measurements are only testing
the outer surfaces, while titrations test in principle all the
exposed surfaces. Thus, proton related reactions within the
NTs would aﬀect the potentiometric mass and electrolyte
titrations but not the electrokinetic potentials.
The surface charge of TiO2 nanomaterials is determined by
the pH of the aqueous electrolyte solution and counterion
adsorption. The active surface TiO2 groups may be TiOH,
TiOH2+ and TiO− according to pH of the medium, i.e.
acid−base properties of the metal oxide have signiﬁcant
contribution to the overall photocatalysis eﬃciency.69
Our investigation conﬁrms stronger aﬃnity of the cation for
the TiO2 NWs and NTs surface in comparison with the anions.
Na+ ions compensate surface charge of the TiO− groups for

To conﬁrm stronger aﬃnity of cations for the NWs and NTs
surfaces the potentiometric electrolyte titrations were performed. Potentiometric electrolyte titration of NWs or NTs in
NaNO3 aqueous electrolyte solution is presented in Figure 9.
Cations exhibit strong eﬀect on the NWs and NTs surfaces
as shown in Figure 9. An increase in the electrolyte
concentration shifts the pH of a dense suspension to acidic
pH region in the case of NWs and NTs compared to an initial
pH of dense suspension, pH∞. Opposing to our expectations,
the pH decrease is higher for the NWs than for NTs even
though the speciﬁc surface area of the NTs is ten times higher.
Obtained results could be explained with the availability of the
NTs surface area to the solution, especially around the point of
zero charge and high ionic strength where aggregation occurs
and the speciﬁc surface area is reduced. The shift to lower pH is
attributed to the preferential adsorption of cations on the NWs
or NTs surfaces previously reported results.10,14,65,66 The ionic
strength has a signiﬁcant eﬀect on the lowering the pH of the
NTs and NWs suspension. We believe that for the NWs the
shift in pHiep and the electrolyte eﬀect in the electrolyte
titration are to some extent related to the Na+ ion s association
being much stronger than the NO3− ion association this is also
something that emerges from the paper of Bourikas et al.65 The
role of the cations has been shown in other TiO2 systems, often
K
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both NWs and NTs due to the attractive electrostatic forces.
Additionally, the mesoporous morphology of the NTs enables
exchange of the protons between the multilayered walls and
cations from the suspension.
It is important to determine basic surface characteristics
(pHiep, pHpzc) of the metal oxide under diﬀerent pH values and
the ionic strengths because most of the studies in the literature
related to NWs and NTs photocatalysis deal with organic
molecules and their adsorption onto a polar support, such as
TiO2, particularly in aqueous solution. This process will depend
on the TiO2 acid−base surface properties. Since pH inﬂuences
surface charge and surface potential, it can have a pronounced
eﬀect on the adsorption of an organic pollutant, which in turn,
inﬂuences the eﬃciency of TiO2 in photocatalyzing its
degradation. In addition, surface pH aﬀects the energetics of
the valence and conductance band, which further inﬂuences
photocatalytic eﬃciency of the metal oxide. And last, organic
pollutants present in waste waters can exhibit diﬀerent
speciation behavior at diﬀerent pHs. They may remain
uncharged, or change their charge depending on the pH of
the waste waters. The surface pH and the ionic strength might
serve as a tool for controlling the TiO2 nanomaterials surface
speciation due to its amphoteric character. In this way, the
application of the TiO2 nanomaterials as photocatalyst could be
more eﬀective.
This research reveals the importance of the acid−base surface
properties, surface reactivity/acidity and utilization of the ionic
strength as a means to control parameters that inﬂuence the
adsorption characteristics of the metal oxide surface. We believe
that the determination of surface charge as well as the surface
pH is important and crucial for a better understanding of
TiO2’s photocatalytic properties in general, especially for onedimensional TiO2 nanomaterials, NWs and NTs.

increase. Surface characteristics such as morphology, exposed
crystal planes and active surface groups character clearly
distinguish the surface reactivity/acidity for the NWs and NTs.
Detailed characterization of the surface characteristics such as
morphology, exposed crystal planes, presence of the diﬀerent
surface groups as well as ion coordination of the nanosized
NWs and NTs could contribute to better understanding of the
surface behavior of the NWs and NTs and improve their
application.
Furthermore, these ﬁndings emphasize the importance of the
presence of common electrolyte, such as NaNO3, which can
inﬂuence surface pH, and in turn, overall photocatalytic activity
and eﬃciency.

4. CONCLUSIONS
This work presents a systematic study of the eﬀects of the
morphology, crystal phase and size on the surface properties of
the TiO2 one-dimensional nanomaterials. We have correlated
morphology, crystal phase and size of the NWs and NTs with
the determined surface properties, pHiep and pHpzc. For the
NWs, the isoelectric point is observed in more acidic region, 3
< pHiep < 4, while for the NTs the isoelectric point is observed
in a mild acidic region, 4 < pHiep < 6. Surface protonation
constants which further give insights into the surface charging
behavior of the NWs and NTs were determined using the
MUSIC model framework. The obtained surface protonation
constants assign NWs as nanomaterial with higher surface
acidity/reactivity than NTs.
Points of zero charge for NWs and NTs samples were
determined from potentiometric mass titrations. Obtained
results from the potentiometric mass titrations for the NWs are
in good agreement with those determined from the electrokinetic measurements. On the other side, surface properties of
the NTs, i.e. pHiep and pHpzc signiﬁcantly diﬀers. The
discrepancy between pHiep and pHpzc of the NTs is explained
in terms of the mechanical treatment and their stability. In the
present work, we also report the eﬀect of the ionic strength on
the pH of NWs and NTs surface properties, surface reactivity/
acidity. In general, our results point a strong cation eﬀect, i.e.
higher cation aﬃnity for the TiO2 surface from electrokinetic
measurements, potentiometric mass and electrolyte titrations.
The isoelectric point shifts to higher pH, whereas the point of
the zero charge shifts to the lower pH as the ionic strength
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